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RELEASE YOUR FEARS Located at the base of the spine, the pelvic floor, and the first three vertebrae, the
root chakra or Muladhara is responsible for your sense of safety and security on this earthly journey.
The Seven Chakras - chopracentermeditation.com
Chakra dancing releases your stress plus discover how mindfulness meditation leads to a gentle healing bliss
.
Attuned Chakra Dance and Meditation Techniques for Freedom
3 Our Chakra System We live in a universe propelled by electro magnetic energy and governed by its laws.
All life forms within the universe reflect this.
Our Chakra System - The Coming Golden Age
Ajna (Sanskrit: à¤†à¤œà¥•à¤žà¤¾, IAST: Ä€jÃ±Ä•), or third-eye chakra, is the sixth primary chakra in the
body according to Hindu tradition. It is supposedly a part of the brain which can be made more powerful
through meditation, yoga and other spiritual practices just as a muscle is. In Hindu tradition, it signifies the
subconscious mind, the direct link to the brahman.
Ajna - Wikipedia
This Guided Meditation calls upon a divine white light for continual protection and healing for yourself and
your loved ones. By accepting the white light into your heart, your mind, and your understanding, you are
connecting with the deep rich source of all life and all love.
Healing the Heart Meditation Script | Explore Meditation
10 Minute Guided Body Scan Meditation from The Meditation Coach: This is another guided meditation
focusing on the body scan, though it is only 10 minutes long. If the above mindfulness meditation video
seems too long for you to try, give this one a listen. Mindfulness Meditation â€“ Guided 10 Minutes: This is a
guided meditation from a group called The Honest Guys which lasts 10 minutes.
Mindfulness Meditation Videos, Exercises, Books and
Manipura Chakra 15. Within it [Svadhisthana] is the white, shining, watery region of Varuna, of the shape of a
half-moon, and therein, seated on a Makara, is the Bija Vam, stainless and white as
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Book of the Transcendence â€¢ Cosmic History Chronicles â€¢ Volume VI 8 activates the preconscious mind
as profound samadhi.Here is the intergalactic channel (BMU 341) through which the Alpha-Alpha
hyperplasma is secreted into the brain. From the first mental sphere, mentally direct the Alpha-Alpha
hyperplasma to the crown chakra and impress it above the Dali seal.
Excerpt from - Law of Time
In this guided meditation by Brad Austen, you will learn a simple technique for relaxing, connecting with your
happiness and clearing your body of energy blockages. It finishes with some positive affirmations designed
so that you can carry the happiness with you throughout your day. Read this Script below â€“ or Download it
as a PDF.
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Smile and Be Happy Meditation Script | Explore Meditation
GAIN INFINITE SAMADHI ENERGY FROM INFINITE CHAKRAS ABOVE THE HEAD!! EE LEVEL ONE
Meditation Techniques Meditation Practises Kundalini Yoga Kundalini Kriyas THE KUNDALINI KRIYAS,
KUNDALINI CHAKRA, MEDITATION, Meditation to GAIN Spiritual Energy!! Advanced Energy Enhancement
Meditation Level 1 Techniques to Find your Deep Peace and Speed up Your Mind.
EE Level 1 Meditation Techniques Meditation Practises
The third eye (also called the mind's eye, or inner eye) is a mystical and esoteric concept of a speculative
invisible eye which provides perception beyond ordinary sight.
Third eye - Wikipedia
Introduction to Kundalini Reiki This is possibly the simplest form of healing and self-development system that
exists! By opening and strengthening the energy channels of the body, it is possible to channel
Kundalini Reiki Manual - www.BahaiStudies.net
â€œCrystal Light Therapy is the wave of the new millenniumâ€• Spa Management Journal Are you ready to
take your bodywork sessions to a whole other
Therapy â€œHealing Crystal Light Therapy - Colour Energy
Our advanced meditation course and retreat includes tips, videos will guide you for energy enhancement and
illumination over traditional courses to remove energy blockages.
Enlighten yourself with our meditation course and energy
A collection of meditation tips for beginner and intermediate practitioners. Dozens of questions about
meditation answered.
46 Meditation Tips & Answers to Common Questions
Standing Meditation Standing Meditation, Wuji Zhuang, Tadasana, Zhan Zhuang (Stance Keeping, Standing
Post) San Ti Shi, Embrace the One, Open Hands and Close Hands, Hold the Magic Pearl, Yi Quan, Hugging
the Tree, Bear Posture Rooting Deeply Into Tranquility, Power and Vitality A Chinese Meditation and Qigong
(Energy Work) Discipline
Standing Meditation: Practices, Bibliography, Quotations
I am speaking now from my personal experience. In this respect I had a good training in my youth, as I was a
dissident in the early 70s in Bulgaria (see bio in â€œabout the authorâ€œ), which was a repressive
communist dictatorship, so that I had to cut all bonds with society. I have preserved this distinct attitude for
the rest of my life.
Light Body Process in the End Times Â» Stankov's Universal
Metaphysics Colleges, Metaphysical University, Spiritual Enlightenment, Metaphysical Degree, Metaphysical
Education, Metaphysics Degree, Metaphysics, Meditation ...
Metaphysics University | Metaphysics School | Metaphysical
Teaching Hatha Yoga Preface: My Story Before I began teaching yoga, I worked for a time as a night
emergency driver picking up sick and injured animals.
TEACHING HATHA YOGA - OpenSourceYoga
The angels are energetic embodiments and vibratory expressions of the qualities and person of the divine.
They awaken our consciousness to the presence of the divine that already exist in each and every human
being ( our soul ).
God's 72 angels names, guardian/guide angel name of GOD
The OM Mantra is a roadmap for Yoga sadhana, spiritual practices. It is for those who strive to realize in
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direct experience the depth of the Absolute Reality. There are four main levels of consciousness outlined in
the OM Mantra, along with three transition levels, which is a total of seven levels. Each of these is
experienced on the inner journey of meditation and contemplation.
OM Mantra / AUM Mantra and Seven Levels of Consciousness
The glands of the endocrine system that regulate a womenâ€™s menstrual cycle are the hypothalamus,
pituitary gland, and the ovaries. The hypothalamus is the master gland of the system; it secretes Luteinizing
Hormone Releasing Hormones (LHRH) and stimulates the pituitary gland to release Luteinizing Hormone
(LH) and Follicle-Â-â€•Stimulating Hormone (FSH).
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